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   Class Notes 
Class: XII 

 

Date: 24-Apr-2021 

Subject: Informatics Practices 

 

Topic: Chapter-1 Python Pandas - I  

 

Example 1A: SERIES OBJECT ATTRIBUTES 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

section=['A', 'B', 'C', 'D'] 

contri=[6700, 5600, 5000, 5200] 

s11=pd.Series(data=contri, index=section) 

section=['A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E'] 

contri=np.array([6700, 5600, 5000, 5200, np.NaN]) 

s12=pd.Series(data=contri*2, index=section, dtype=np.float32) 

print(“Attribute name \t\tObject s11 \t Object s12”) 
print(“------- \t\t ----------- \t --------------”) 
print(“Data type(.dtype)   :\t”, s11.dtype, ‘\t\t’, s12.dtype) 
print(“Shape (.shape)   :\t”, s11.shape, ‘\t\t’, s12.shape) 
print(“No. of bytes (.nbytes)   :\t”, s11.nbytes, ‘\t\t’, s12.nbytes) 
print(“No. of dimensions (.ndim)  :\t”, s11.ndim, ‘\t\t’, s12.ndim) 
#print(“Item size (.itemsize)   :\t”, s11. itemsize, ‘\t\t’, s12. itemsize) 
#itemasize attribute Deprecated since version 0.23.0. 

print(“Has NaNs (.hasnans)   :\t”, s11. hasnans, ‘\t\t’, s12.hasnans) 
print(“Empty? (.empty)   :\t”, s11. empty, ‘\t\t’, s12.empty) 
import pandas as pd 

data = [['Alex',10],['Bob',12],['Clarke',13]] 

df = pd.DataFrame(data,columns=['Name','Age']) 

print(df) 

 

Example 1B: SERIES OBJECT ATTRIBUTES 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

section=['A', 'B', 'C', 'D'] 

contri=[6700, 5600, 5000, 5200] 

s11=pd.Series(data=contri, index=section) 

section=['A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E'] 

contri=np.array([6700, 5600, 5000, 5200, np.NaN]) 

s12=pd.Series(data=contri*2, index=section, dtype=np.float32) 

print(“Attribute name \t\tObject s11 \t Object s12”) 
print(“------- \t\t ----------- \t --------------”) 
print("Index(.index):\t", s11.index, '\t\t', s12.index) 

print("Values (.values)   :\t", s11.values, '\t\t', s12.values) 

print("Size (.size)   :\t", s11.size, '\t\t', s12.size) 
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ACCESSING SERIES OBJECT AND ITS ELEMENTS 

1. Accessing individual elements 

Example:  

import pandas as pd  

s1 = pd.Series([4, 6, 8, 10])  

print(s1[1]) 

 

2. Extracting slices from Series Object 

Example:  

import pandas as pd  

s1 = pd.Series([4, 6, 8, 10])  

print(s1[1:]) 

 

Example: 

import pandas as pd  

s1 = pd.Series([4, 6, 8, 10])  

print(s1[1:3]) 

 

Example 2: Consider a Series object that stores the number of students in each section of class 12 

(as shown below).  

A : 39, B : 41, C : 42, D : 44 

First two sections have been given a task of selling ticket @100/- per ticket as part of a social 

experiment. Write code to display how much they have collected. 

import pandas as pd  

section=['A', 'B', 'C', 'D'] 

students=[39, 41, 42, 44] 

s14=pd.Series(data=students, index=section) 

print(s14[:2]*100) 

 

Modifying Elements of Series Object 

Example : Consider a Series object that stores the contribution of each section of class 12 (as shown 

below).  

A : 6700, B : 5600, C : 5000, D : 5200 

Write code to modify the amount of section ‘A’ as 7600 and for sections ‘C’ and ‘D’ as 7000. Print the 
changed object. 

import pandas as pd 

section=['A', 'B', 'C', 'D'] 

contri=[6700, 5600, 5000, 5200] 

s15=pd.Series(data=contri, index=section) 

print("Series : ") 

print(s15) 

s15[0]=7600 

s15[2:]=7000 
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print("Series object after modifying amounts:") 

print(s15) 

 

ARITHMETIC ON SERIES OBJECT 

 

Example : Number of students in classes 11 and 12 in three streams ('Science', 'Commerce' and 

'Humanities) are stored in two Series objects c11 and 12. Write code to find total number of students 

in classes 11 and 12, stream wise. 

import pandas as pd  

# creating Series objects  

c11 = pd. Series(data = [30, 40, 50], index = ['Science', 'Commerce', 'Humanities'])  

c12 = pd. Series(data = [37, 44, 45], index = ['Science', 'Commerce', 'Humanities'])  

# adding two objects to get total no. of students  

print ("Total no. of students")  

print(c11+c12) # series objects arithmetic 

 

Example : Object1 Population stores the details of population in four metro cities of India and 

Object2 Avg Income stores the total average income reported in previous year in each of these 

metros. Calculate income capita for each of these metro cities. 

import pandas as pd  

Population = pd.Series([10927986, 12691836, 4631392, 4328063 ], index = ['Delhi', 'Mumbai', 

'Kolkata', 'Chennai'])  

AvgIncome = pd.Series([72167810927986, 85087812691836, 4226784631392, 5261784328063 ], 

index = ['Delhi', 'Mumbai', 'Kolkata', 'Chennai'])  

perCapita = Average Income / Population  

print("Population in four metro cities ")  

print(Population)  

print("Avg. Income in four metro cities")  

print(AvgIncome) 

print(“Per Capita Income in four metro cities")  
print(perCapita) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Above notes and the previous day’s notes, to be written in IP notes copy. 

 

 

 


